Sedona Wall Section

Sedona Stone
Width: 200/150 mm
Depth: 135 mm
Height: 100 mm
Weight: 5.4 kg

Extraction Limits
Retained Soil
Unit Drainage Fill, 20mm Crushed Rock or stone, 150mm wide
75mm Perforated PVC Drainage Pipe Wrapped in Filter Fabric (if required)

The concrete shear lips shall need to be removed from the first course units to allow a level base platform to be constructed

Note:
1. The retaining wall shall be constructed in accordance with Keystone specification and good construction practice.
2. Variation of parameters within the tolerances as specified are expected.

Before you start any landscaping or building project, it's important you make sure the finished job will comply with the appropriate building codes and council regulations. For full information on the regulations applying in your area, call the engineer's office or your local council.
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